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Abstract—Machine learning from brain images is a central
tool for image-based diagnosis and diseases characterization.
Predicting behavior from functional imaging, brain decoding,
analyzes brain activity in terms of the behavior that it implies.
While these multivariate techniques are becoming standard brain
mapping tools, like mass-univariate analysis, they entail much
larger computational costs. In an time of growing data sizes,
with larger cohorts and higher-resolutions imaging, this cost
is increasingly a burden. Here we consider the use of random
sampling and projections as fast data approximation techniques
for brain images. We evaluate their prediction accuracy and
computation time on various datasets and discrimination tasks.
We show that the weight maps obtained after random sampling
are highly consistent with those obtained with the whole feature
space, while having a fair prediction performance. Altogether, we
present the practical advantage of random sampling methods in
neuroimaging, showing a simple way to embed back the reduced
coefficients, with only a small loss of information.
Index Terms—Nystro¨m; High-dimensional estimators; machine
learning; brain imaging
I. INTRODUCTION
Decoding uses predictive models to link brain regions with
an experimental condition or a behavior. It has become a
central tool in neuroimage [1]. In particular, linear estimators
can highlight the brain maps that lead to the identification of
cognitive labels [2][3]. Yet, to date, decoding is still orders
of magnitude slower than standard analysis. This discourages
the use of non-parametric hypothesis testing (e.g. permutation
testing). Additionally, large cohorts are needed to fully tap the
potential of decoding, increasing both power and reliability in
group studies. A striking example is the Human Connectome
Project [4] (30 Terabytes of data and growing).
However, increasing data sizes pose tractability challenges
for all processing steps, especially when using multivari-
ate statistics: multivariate estimators entail high computation
costs. The literature of machine learning on massive datasets
often relies on dimension reductions to mitigate the impact
of data size on computational cost. Approximating the data
matrix via a sketch matrix [5] is one possible technique. It
can be used to render tractable in the large-data limit a model
like PCA, which has a computational cost that grows super-
linearly.
A variety of other approaches build an approximation of the
data matrix. i) A small subset of rows or columns (samples or
features) can approximate the entire matrix [6](e.g. Nystro¨m
[7], CUR decomposition). ii) Random combination of matrix
columns, relying on subspace embedding techniques, give
strong concentration phenomena (random projections)[8].
Our contribution: Here we evaluate empirically the dif-
ference between random sampling and projections as a strategy
of dimension reduction to decode brain images. Additionally,
we show that random sampling can be used to approximate the
weight maps of a linear estimator in the brain space. Finally,
we show the benefit of using these methods to reduce the
computation time of statistical analysis of massive datasets.
Notations: Vectors are written using bold lower-case,
e.g. x. Matrices are written using bold capital letters, e.g. X.
II. METHODS: RANDOM SAMPLING AND PROJECTIONS
Given the paired data samples {(x1,y1), . . . , (xn,yn)},
where each xi ∈ Rp is a brain image (i.e. predictor variable)
and each yi ∈ R is the behavioral/categorical variable to be
fit (i.e. the target). The goal is to estimate a function that can
be used to predict future responses based on observing only
brain images. Henceforth, the data are represented as a matrix
X ∈ Rn×p, n observed brain images composed of p voxels.
Kernel-based methods: Here, we give a brief reminder
about kernels. A kernel is a function that quantifies the
similarity of two observations (e.g. pairwise distance between
brain images). Kernel-based methods use a feature mapping Φ
to reveal the discriminant informations in a high-dimensional
space F . In brief, a kernel-method pipeline is: i) embedding
the data X into F using the feature mapping Φ, and ii) per-
forming the estimation (e.g. classification). In neuroimaging,
the feature mapping Φ : Rp → F is often chosen as linear for
interpretability of the weights [2].
Kernel-based methods rely on the idea that inner products in
high-dimensional feature spaces can be computed in implicit
form via kernel function Ki,j = 〈Φ(xi),Φ(xj)〉 resulting in
the Gram matrix K ∈ Rn×n. This is important, because the
decision function of many classification algorithms (e.g. SVM
and logistic regression) can be carried out just on the basis of
the values of the kernel function over pairs of domain points.
The kernel function in a linear setting leads to a symmetric
positive semidefinite matrix Ki,j = 〈xi,xj〉.
Approximating pairwise distances: Random projections
reduce the dimension of the input samples x while incurring
a controlled distortion. More formally, to reduce the number of
features, the data x are projected into a k-dimensional random
subspace using a random matrix ΦRP ∈ Rk×p, ensuring
that, with high probability, the pairwise distances among a
Algorithm 1 Nystro¨m method: Learning the feature mapping
Require: The training data matrix X ∈ Rn×p, number k of
components, where k < n.
Ensure: The feature mapping ΦNys ∈ Rk×p
1: r← Generate uniform sampling of k components
2: Xr ∈ Rk×p {Subsample of k rows}
3: Kr = XrX
T
r {Kernel matrix of the subsampled data}




collection n-brain images (i.e. xi for i ∈ [1, . . . , n]) in Rp are
approximately maintained with a distortion at most  [8].
(1−) ≤ ‖ΦRP xi −ΦRP xj‖
2
‖xi − xj‖2 ≤ (1+),∀(i, j) ∈ [1, . . . , n]
2.
The matrix ΦRP can be generated by sampling from a given
Gaussian distribution with rescaling or, more practically, with
binary random variables [9]. This approximation can then be
used for further analysis such as kernel-based methods that
consider between-sample similarities.
III. NYSTRO¨M: APPROXIMATING BRAIN IMAGES
The Nystro¨m method was presented in [10] to speed up
kernel-based methods, and has become a standard tool when
dealing with large-scale datasets [7]. The idea is to preserve
the spectral structure of the kernel matrix K using a subset
of columns of this matrix, yielding a low-rank approximation.
This can be cast as building a data-driven feature mapping
ΦNys, leading to
Ki,j = 〈xi,xj〉 ≈ 〈ΦNys xi,ΦNys xj〉 .
This method is well suited for signal with an underlying
structure, like brain images, where the underlying spatial
organization (smoothness, network structure) is shared across
rows of the data matrix X and easily captured by ΦNys after
sampling.
The Alg.1 presents the Nystro¨m method, where we build a
base, randomly sampling k  p rows of X uniformly, and
then we normalize it (i.e. whitening of the subsampled data).
In theory, the number k of components should be inversely
proportional to the regularity of the signals.
Binging the reduction to the brain space: Given that the
feature mapping is normalized, the approximated features can
be embedded back into the brain space, using
xˆ = ΦTNys ΦNys x, (1)
This is a direct consequence of x laying close to
Im(ΦTNys ΦNys). Indeed, ΦNys is generated form the data,
and hence captures well its structure. This is unlike random
projection, that are not tailored to the data and do not lead
to good inversions as the data can have a large overlap with
the kernel of the projection. Note that using this approach, we
can bring back the coefficients of linear estimators to the brain
space, and perform further analysis on the resulting maps.
IV. EXPERIMENTS: EMPIRICAL VERIFICATION
In this section, we investigate decoding after random sam-
pling and random projections. To achieve reliable empiri-
cal conclusions, we evaluate the performance across several
neuroimaging studies, using both anatomical and functional
images. We compare prediction accuracy obtained without
compression to that using random projections and Nystro¨m
approximation under linear settings. We also quantify and
compare the execution time. In all the experiments, n > 180
and we split the data into train and test set, changing the
proportion of these sets according to the dataset. All dimen-
sionality reduction procedures are calibrated on the train set
and used to reduced the test set.
A. Datasets
Haxby [11]: Is a visual object recognition task obtained
from 5 subjects. The data consist of 12 sessions, each con-
taining 9 volumes per object category (i.e. face, house, etc)
and about p = 30, 000 voxels per volume. We perform intra-
subject discrimination across sessions between various pairs
of visual stimuli. The prediction is performed on two left-out
sessions.
The Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS)[12]:
This dataset consists of 403 anatomical brain images (Voxel
Based Morphometry) of subjects aged between 60 and 96
years old. These images were preprocessed with the SPM8
software to obtain modulated grey matter density maps sam-
pled in the MNI space at 2mm resolution. These images were
masked to an average mask of the grey matter, which yields
about p = 140, 398 voxels. We perform across-subject gender
discrimination, leaving half of the subjects out to measure the
accuracy.
Human Connectome Project (HCP)[4]: We consider a
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging acquired in the HCP
This dataset contains 500 participants (13 removed for quality
reasons). All of them where unrelated and without psychiatric
or neurological history. The primary goal of this dataset is net-
work discovery, which is facilitated by probing experimental
task paradigms that are known to tap on well characterized
neural networks [13]. We profited from the HCP ”minimally
preprocessed” pipeline [14] and took images related to 5 tasks:
1) working memory/cognitive control processing, 2) incentive
processing, 3) visual and somatosensory-motor processing, 4)
language processing (semantic and phonological processing),
5) social (theory of mind). We perform across-subject dis-
crimination of 17 experimental conditions selected from the
aforementioned task-related datasets.
B. Benchmarking of linear classifiers
We explore well known classifiers in the neuroimaging liter-
ature: SVM-`2 and logistic regression-`2. Firstly, we analyzed
the performance of various standard solvers in the primal and
dual space1: i) for the SVM we use Liblinear and LibSVM,
1Note that not all the algorithms are designed to work in both spaces (primal
and dual), this is the case of LibSVM which only works on the dual space














Fig. 1. Comparison of the performance of various solvers relative to
SVM (LibSVM): Comparison of the performance of the SVM and logistic
regression with `2 penalty on the discrimination of 7 paired visual object
recognition tasks for the Haxby dataset, and the discrimination of gender
of the OASIS dataset. (left) The prediction accuracy of all the classifiers is
upper-bounded, they have the same median; (right) Regarding the computation
time, the logistic regression using L-BFGS with warm start, displays a good
trade-off between computation time and accuracy.
setting the regularization parameter by inner cross validation.
ii) For the logistic regression, we use Liblinear with inner cross
validation to set the regularization parameter; and L-BGFGS
with warm start setting, the parameter via regularization path.
To build the confidence interval, we perform a 10-fold cross
validation maintaining the proportion between the labels at
each iteration. We measure the accuracy2 obtained on test data
and the computation time to train the classifier. We compare
the performance of all classifiers with an SVM (LibSVM),
which is often used by default.
Fig.1 displays the results of the discrimination of visual
objects on the Haxby dataset and the gender prediction on
the OASIS dataset. These tasks cover a range from easy to
difficult discrimination problems. We can see that the median
prediction score is the same for all the classifiers, having an
empirical distribution skewed to the right, indicating that the
prediction accuracy is often the same. The estimators using a
primal solver yield the same distribution.
Regarding computation time, logistic regression-`2 using L-
BFGS with warm start has the best performance: it displays a
good trade-off between prediction accuracy and computation
time. Henceforth, we refer to this choice simply as logistic
regression-`2, making the solver implicit.
C. Bringing the reduction to the brain space
In this experiment, we show the capability of the Nystro¨m
method to approximate the coefficients of a linear estimator in
the brain space. We use a logistic regression-`2 as a classifier,
using as a solver a L-BFGS with warm start, to discriminate
7 paired visual objects on the Haxby dataset, and gender on
the OASIS dataset. We compare the prediction accuracy and
the correlation, between the weight maps obtained using all
the voxels with the approximation via Nystro¨m method for
k = 100.
Fig.2 shows the weight map (hyperplane of discrimination),
to discriminate between face and house. We can see that
contours show the well-known Fusiform Face Area (FFA) and












Fig. 2. Approximation in the brain space: Weight maps (unthresholded)
of a `2-logistic regression, obtained for the discrimination of face and house
on the Haxby dataset. The contours show the FFA (green) and PPA (white)
regions, respectively involved in the face and house recognition tasks. These
regions are highlighted by the coefficients obtained using two methods: (left)
the whole feature space, and (right) the Nystro¨m method with k = 100.















Fig. 3. Consistency of the discriminative weights after dimensionality
reduction: Discrimination of various conditions using a logistic regression
with `2 penalty. The dimension is reduced to k = 100. (left) Correlation
between coefficients obtained using the raw data and the Nystro¨m method.
The weight maps found after approximation are generally consistent with the
maps found without reduction; (right) Regarding prediction accuracy, Nystro¨m
method is comparable with the performance obtained with the raw data.
Parahippocampal Plane Area (PPA) regions, respectively in-
volved in the face and house recognition tasks, are highlighted
by the coefficients of the classifier. This is considered as an
easy classification task and finding the structure by Nystro¨m
approximation only requires a small number k of components
(k > 30).
Fig.3 shows the consistency of the discriminative weights
found after applying the Nystro¨m method and raw data.
Nystro¨m displays a high consistency with the raw data, having
a correlation score > 0.7 for all the conditions. Regarding
the prediction accuracy, we can see that the Nystro¨m method
exhibits slightly worst performance than raw.
D. Random sampling, random projections and decoding
Now, we compare the effect of random sampling and
projections across different discrimination tasks and datasets.
To this end, we use 7 visual object discrimination of the Haxby
dataset, gender discrimination of the OASIS dataset, and 17
cognitive tasks of the HCP dataset. We train a binary logistic
regression on the first two datasets and multinomial logistic






















Fig. 4. Impact of the dimensionality reduction on the prediction
performance: Discrimination using logistic regression of 25 conditions on
3 datasets, after dimensionality is reduction to k = 100. left) Each point
represents the impact of the corresponding dimensionality reduction scheme
on the prediction accuracy, relatively to the prediction obtained with raw data.
The Nystro¨m approximation method has a better performance than random
projections. right) In most of the conditions, the time performance of both
methods is almost the same, yielding impressive time saving. On the HCP
dataset, Nystro¨m is considerably faster.
regression on the last one. We reduce the dimensionality of
the feature space form p to k, where k is set to k = 100 in this
experiment. We use random projections and Nystro¨m method
to carry out this task.
The results of the use of random sampling and projections
with respect raw data are summarized in Fig.4. We can see that
the accuracy of the classifier after dimensionality reduction by
Nystro¨m method is close to the one obtained using the whole
feature space. This indicates that there is a reliable linear
structure underlying the brain images, which is captured by
Nystro¨m approximation with only a small number k of compo-
nents. In contrast, the estimator after random projections shows
lower performance. This is because random projections act in
the feature direction, needing a larger number k of components
to approximate the pairwise distances.
Regarding computational time, both methods have an equal
performance in average. Note that using the Nystro¨m method
yields impressive time savings on the HCP dataset.
Implementation aspects: We rely on scikit-learn [15] for
machine learning tasks (logistic regression and SVM) and on
Nilearn to interact with neuroimaging data.
V. DISCUSSION: DECODE WITH RANDOM SAMPLING
Our validation over 27 decoding tasks on 3 different
datasets, varying from moderate to large size datasets, shows
that random sampling overperforms random projections for
decoding brain images. The dimensionality reduction by ran-
dom projections does not take the structure of the signal into
account, making it difficult to find an appropriate pseudo-
inverse to bring the weight maps back into the brain space.
On the other hand, the Nystro¨m method tries to approximate
the spectral properties of the data matrix X, relying on a data-
driven approach. In this sense, it takes into account the intrinsic
structure (e.g. smoothness, latent network structure) being
consistent with the feature space and controlling the spatial
maps. This leads to an easy scheme to embed the coefficients
back, making it possible to perform further analysis.
Regarding computation time, both methods yield impressive
speed gains: > 16 times faster. However, the prediction
accuracy is not better than that obtained with raw. Indeed,
these methods do not separate the signal from the noise.
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